Editorial Notes

This is our great pleasure to offer the 14th volume of the Dhaulagiri Journal of Sociology and Anthropology
(DJSA) to our invaluable readers. We are able to maintain online paper submission, review, and revision
including the review response matrix, all declarations regarding ethical publication, APA 7th style of citation
and referencing, metadata regarding submission, and acceptance date of paper published.
We are delighted to acknowledge with heartfelt thanks and sincere gratitude to all valuable, highly learned, and
thoughtful reviewers, who supported and encouraged both authors and the editorial team to improve and make
appropriate judgment to the papers. Without their invaluable rigorous inputs, we would not have been able to
bring this journal in this form.
Over years, article downloads have been growing. The OJS journal views report informs us that a total of
350,112 PDFs (28/12/2019) were downloaded, which is 59,174 downloads added in a year. This has inspired
us to keep working more intensively for the quality publication on other days.
We are delighted to share the good news that Prof. Dr. Mira Mishra has joined with her warm and laborious
hands as an editor to this journal. We offer her a heartfelt welcome. Similarly, Mr. Lal Bahadur Pun, who joined
us as a proofreader in the last volume, and we requested him to be editor, as he has been working sincerely
since last year in various capacity. We also requested to Mr. Kanchan Mani Dixit to join our team as the guest
editor. He accepted to be a member of the editorial team with his commitment, which has delighted us further.
We wish your invaluable contribution will certainly enhance the quality of the journal.
We would like to offer our deep respect to Professor Ram Prasad Upadhaya, Campus Chief, Dhawalagiri
Multiple Campus Baglung, who has been always encouraging, supportive, and generously granted us funds for
publication of Vol. 13, be part of patron of this journal.
From this volume, we have launched an interview section, aiming to bring highly learned scholar's life histories
and ideas that might inspire scholars to work with academia around the world. In this volume, we have published
an interview with Professor Gunnar Haaland, Norway. For that, we would like to express deep gratitude for the
interview.
We are deeply affected by the Corona pandemic. Our work has been affected. Last but not least, Prof. Dr.
Gregory Maskarinec, the member of the international advisory Board and regular funder was found infected with
the third stage of cancer. During his treatment, he was also infected several times as post-surgical complication.
He was again infected with the Covid-19. We pray deeply to almighty for his speedy recovery of cancer.
We must not forget to thank Sioux Cumming at INASP, who has been very co-operative throughout the
online publishing processes.
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